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MURAL PAINTINGS AT DORNEY & ASTON CLINTON: LITTLE MISSENDEN ADDENDA BY E. C. RousE The list of mural paintings in Buckinghamshire churches has, of late years, been considerably increased by such notable discoveries as those at Chalfont St. Giles and Little Missenden,l giving further evidence of the remarkable activity of mural artists in this county in the earlier years of the 14th century. During 1932 some further examples have come to light. At Dorney an important representation of the Annunciation, executed probably during the second quarter of the 14th century has been exposed and preserved, together with other fragments of colour in the church. While at Aston Clinton the recent cleaning and re-decoration of the church brought to light evidences of extensive mural decoration in the chancel, also of the 14th century, and in other parts of the building. These have been uncovered and made good as far as their fragmentary character would allow. Some further details have also been added to the remarkable series at Little Missenden, and should be recorded here for the sake of completeness. None of these examples is mentioned by the Commission (with one exception) or Keyser, or has been previously recorded. 
DoRNEY The Dorney paintings were first noticed in 1926 by Colonel C. H. D. Palmer, of Dorney Court, the patron of the living, when some plaster repairs were being carried out in the church. Traces of colour were 

1 See Records of B•tcks, vol. XII., no. 3, 108 et seq.; vol. XII., no. 5, 265 et seq. ; vol. XII., no. 6, 308 et seq. 
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noticed near the arch lead ing into the north, or Garrard chapel, and these were partly exposed and left, nothing being· done until I saw them in May, 1932, when Colonel Palmer willingly assented to m y dealing with them . 

A good deal of damage had been done at the original uncovering, and the exposed parts had a lso suffered. But on the whole the subject is tolerably complete. The figures are placed one on each side of the arch opening into the north chapel, which is m entioned by the Commission2 as being probab ly of the 14th century, though altered. The paintings put the date of the arch beyond question. The treatment of the subj ect is interesting. It is not unusual for the fi gures of the Angel Gabriel and the Virgin in the Annunciation to be separated and placed one in each splay of a w indow, as at ChalgTove, Oxon. , and elsewhere. But the placing of the two on each side of an arch or doorway is less common. The subject is treated in this manner at Ickworth, Suffo lk, w here the figures are painted on the fl at wall a t each side of the east window, not in th e splays. A t Dorney, the arch can never have been a window, and the evidence is interesting as confirming the existence of a chapel in the 14th century, thou g·h it was completely re-built in brick of the 17th century, the stone jambs of the earli er arch being at the same time slightly cut back, and screen doors inserted. 
The fig-ure of the Angel, 3ft. 6ins in h eight, is on th e west side, in red outlin e under a simple ogee canopy, quite plain except fo r a fleur-de-lis fini al. He wears a draped fl owin g robe of white and a cloak of deep red, lined with black; the hair is curly, and there is a plain nimbus. Treatment brought out quite clearly the feathers on the wings; but the hands have unfortunately peri shed by the cuttin g back of the 

2 R .O.H.il!l ., Bucks, vol. I., 128 . 
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arch for enlargement, as mentioned, in the 17th century when the chapel was re-built. There is no evidence of the usual lily, or lily-pot; but from the attitude, the Angel appears to have been holding a scroll in one hand and blessing with the other. 

The Virgin stands facing the Angel on the east side ·of the arch, her right hand raised as if in wonder at the message, her left holding a closed book with clasp. Her white robe falls in ample an:d graceful folds over a dark red or black garment, being caught in front by a simple round clasp-hardly elaborate enough to be called a morse. Unfortunately, the head and upper part of the face have been destroyed by a plaster repair. But there is evidence of a nimbus lined with black, and the draperies seem to fall from the head in the manner of a veil and wimple. The canopy under which the Virgin stands is more elaborate than that over the Angel, since it is lined with black and has rudimentary crockets as well as the finial on the arch. This is particularly interesting as showing the quite extraordinary popularity of the Virgin m the mediaeval church, and the pre-eminent position assigned to her. There is also e,·iclence of the use of more colours, the book being in yellow, as well as a trace of the hair in the same colour. The work is simple, but characterised by a wonderful sense of line and dignity. 
A 17th century text high up on the south side of the tower arch (east face) was also treated, as well as a fragment of painting low clown on the stonework on the opposite (north) side. The latter is mentioned in the Royal Commission's inventory, reference as aboYe, and appears to be part of a nimbecl figure in a small niche. 

ASTON CLIKTON At Aston Clinton, practically all the walls have been stripped of the old plaster which was replaced 
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by the favourite dull grey cement variety at the· restoration of 1867. A few mural tablets prior to this date may still conceal the old surface, and it was beneath one such (that of Mrs. Mary Howard, d. 2 Feb., 1837) between the two westernmost windows on the south side of the chancel that traces of colour were noticed during work in the church in July and August, 1932. Even this fragment- only 2ft. 6ins. X 2ft. lin.-survived with difficulty: for the tablet covering it was moved to the other side of the window when the organ was put in in 1894. A large beam for holding the organ-case was dri ven through the lower part of the patch of old plaster, shattering it in the immediate vicinity, while the rest was covered over again with plaster and colour-wash. Fortunately the Rector, the Rev. H. E. Ruddy, saw the traces of old colour, and decided to have the wall investigated, and this small relic was accordingly rescued. 

It is of exceptionally good and elaborate workmanship, and the whole must have been a very fine painting. The surviving fragment is the upper middle portion of a life-size figure in pink and white robe outlined in yellow, with deep reel cloak or mantle lined with vair, which hangs in intricate folds. The ochre tones are particularly rich. The work appears to be contemporary with the re-building of the chancel, c. 1340. Painting extends on to the stonework of the window jamb, and there was probably an ornamental border. As regards the subject, it is almost impossible to make an attribution. There seems little doubt that the corresponding spaces between the other windows were filled with similar figure subjects- traces of colour are vi sible on the north side on th e stonework and plaster near a large 18th century monument- that of John Somner, d. 1768. Groups of four figures that immediately occur to one are the Evangelists and Doctors: but in this case the costume does not quite 
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agree with such a subject. On account of its position, it cannot be a St. Christopher; and St. Michael, to whom the church is dedicated, is also unlikely in this instance. It might have been one of the Apostles, St. Peter or St. Paul. But I hazard the guess that it may be one of the Royal Saints who is represented- Edward the Confessor, or St. Edmund, probably the former; and since the attitude and drapery folds resemble a painting of this saint in Faversham Church, Kent, he may have been portrayed in the favourite scene of his giving a ring to St. John disguised as a pilgrim. Some of the capitals and arch mouldings in the nave and the window splays in the aisles show traces of colour, but not of sufficient extent to give any clue as to the design except in the case of the south-west window of the south aisle, over which a fine piece of chevron painting was found. There is first a thin black outline, then a broad band of white, enclosed by an inner black line. This is on the flat surface of the stone above the arch mou lding. From the inner black line, alternate chevrons of red and white pass over the moulding to its centre, and away again on the lower half. This piece of decorative work is well preserved, and there is evidence of its continuance all round the window. The detail of the window mouldings is of late 14th century date, but it is difficult to say the age of the painting, as the chevron was a very popula1· motive, and its use extended over a long period. 

LITTLE MISSENDEN 
At Little Missenden, the Vicar, the Rev. W. H. Davis, continued his researches after Professor Tristram had completed the bulk of the work, and as a result some further fragments have been added to the already remarkable series of paintings in the church. The most important is a fragment of two 
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figures above, and cut into by the 14th century window in the north chapel. One shows the head and upper part of a fairly large figure, with one hand apparently raised in blessing. From the position with regard to the other subjects on this wall, and the general attitude, the figure is probably that of the Angel in the Annunciation, the drapery folds of another figure on the right belonging most likely to the Virgin, the rest of the figure having been destroyed by a plaster repair, and by the destruction of the upper part of the wall when the roof was altered. The Annunciation would fit in, in this position, with the sequence of the Infancy subjects of this 13th century series on the north chapel wall. This is the second example of an Annunciation in the church. The area of mediaeval painting and of the later framed texts on the chancel arch (including a very elaborate frame with side pillars), as well as the 13th century rose and tendril design on the west wall of the north chapel, has been considerably extended, though no furth er subject can be identified. Framed t ext s have been found on each side of the west window of the tower, thus extending the existence of painting to every part of the church. Mr. Davis has identified the texts as-South side, Eccles. xi., 9; north side, Eccles x ii., 1 (part), and immediately followin g, Prov. xxi, 17, the word " sporte " as noted in margin A being used instead of " pleasure." The references to youth, strength and sport are without doubt meant for the especial benefit of the young bell-ring·ers of the place, and this is an interesting example of the way in which the "sentencing" of churches in the 16th and 17th centuries was carried out. 

Drawings have been made of the Dorney and Aston Clinton paintings, and will be reproduced in the next issue of the Rec01·ds. 


